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Abstract—Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) images contain a
huge amount of information, however, the number of practical
use-cases is limited due to the presence of speckle noise in them.
In recent years, deep learning based techniques have brought
significant improvement in the domain of denoising and image
restoration. However, further research has been hampered by
the lack of availability of data suitable for training deep neural
network based systems. With this paper, we propose a standard
way of generating synthetic data for the training of speckle
reduction algorithms and demonstrate a use-case to advance
research in this domain.
Index Terms—Synthetic aperture radar, despeckling, denois-
ing, image restoration
I. INTRODUCTION
Synthetic aperture radar (SAR) is a form of radar that is used
for creating 2D or 3D reconstructions of objects. It is generally
used in remote sensing. It relies on electromagnetic waves in
the microwave spectrum to generate images and hence can see
through obstructions. SAR sensor is mounted on a moving
platform that travels in the time taken by the emitted pulse
to return to the camera, thereby creating a larger perceived
aperture. The resolution of the image relies on the aperture
of the sensor, regardless of the nature of the aperture, so it
can generate relatively higher resolution images with a smaller
aperture. SAR’s ability to produce high-quality images at
night and in adverse weather conditions with relatively smaller
physical aperture provides an advantage over traditional optical
and infrared imaging systems.
SAR images inherently suffer from a multiplicative noise,
called speckle. This type of noise is the result of constructive
and destructive interference of coherent reflections scattered
by small reflectors inside each resolution cell. The effect of
speckle tends to weaken for very high-resolution systems since
the number of elemental scatterers within a resolution cell
decreases [1]. The presence of speckle noise makes image pro-
cessing and computer vision tasks relatively difficult. Hence, it
is important to remove speckle from SAR images to improve
the performance and efficiency of various computer vision
tasks such as segmentation, object detection, classification, and
recognition.
In further sections, we discuss our study and provide our
conclusions. In Section 2 we elaborate our study of SAR
images, nature of speckle noise and existing algorithms used
for speckle reduction. We also share our motivation behind
curating a new dataset for this task. In Section 3 we give
the reasoning for our approach towards designing the dataset.
In Section 4, we train one of the state-of-the-art deep neural
network based systems using our dataset and provide the visual
and qualitative results for the same.
II. LITERATURE STUDY
The most commonly used model to understand distributed
scatterers causing the speckle noise in SAR images is [2]:
Y = NX, (1)
where Y ∈ RW×H is the observed image intensity, X ∈
RW×H is the noise-free image, and N ∈ RW×H is the
normalized fading speckle noise random variable. Assuming
that the SAR image is an average of L looks, one common
assumption on N is that it follows a Gamma distribution with
unit mean and variance 1L . It has the following probability
distribution function [3]
p(N) =
(
NL
e
)L
e−N
N
1
Γ(L)
, N ≥ 0, L ≥ 1, (2)
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where Γ(·) denotes the Gamma function.
Researchers have used statistical techniques like multilook-
ing [4] [5], pixel based filtering [6] [7] [8] [9], wavelet
based filtering [10], etc. for removing speckle. Some of these
methods [11] transfer the image into the logarithmic domain
to transform multiplicative noise into additive noise, but it has
its limitations which have been discussed in the upcoming
section. Due to the non-local nature of the processing being
carried out by some of these methods [6] [7] [8] [9], they are
not able to preserve sharp features and edges, making the task
of the further processing even more difficult.
In recent times there has been a meteoric rise in the usage of
deep learning in image restoration and enhancement tasks like
denoising and super-resolution. Efforts on despeckling have
also been able to beat the state-of-the-art in this domain [11]
[12], yet the reproducibility and reliability are very low due to
the lack of a publicly available standard dataset for this task.1
Moving and Stationary Target Acquisition and Recognition
(MSTAR) [13] system has been used by many researchers
to improve the performance of Automatic Target Recognition
(ATR) systems operating over SAR images [14] [15], but
the images from this model have not been used for training
denoising models due to the lack to diversity in images. As
described in [16], a small number of commercial and open-
source real-time simulators for SAR images are also available.
However, they require a lot of time and computational power
for generating the diverse and huge dataset, required by deep
learning based image denoising techniques. An attempt to
create a systematic framework for the evaluation of any general
speckle reduction algorithm is available in G. Di Martino et
al. [17], but it still does not resolve the problem of the lack of
a training set for deep learning based despeckling techniques.
Authors of Image Despeckling Convolutional Neural Net-
work (ID-CNN) [12] and Fractional ID-CNN (FID-CNN) [18]
have used a combination of Uncompressed Colour Image
Dataset (UCID) [19], Berkeley Segmentation Data Set and
Benchmarks 500 (BSDS500) [20] and Northwestern Polytech-
nical University REmote Sensing Image Scene Classification
(NWPU-RESISC45) [21], after adding a static amount of
speckle noise, for training their models. In F. Lattari et al. [22],
they have used images from UC Merced Land Use Dataset
[23] and PatternNet [24] to create training and testing datasets
respectively. Hence, it is evident that there is a lot of variation
in the datasets used by each research study for training and
testing their algorithms, which makes it very difficult for
anyone to objectively compare the results and determine which
is the best algorithm.
It is relatively easy to find actual SAR images from the Na-
tional Aeronautics and Space Administration’s (NASA) Alaska
Satellite Facility (Vertex portal) and the European Space
Agency’s (ESA) Copernicus portal. They have published a
huge amount of data from various missions like Sentinel - 1
(C band) and ALOS PALASAR (L band) under open access.
1Unlike image classification, image segmentation, video classification,
object detection, etc. no standard dataset is available on which researchers
can develop neural network based SAR image despeckling techniques.
They also provide higher resolution data from the missions for
research and study requests.
Even though actual SAR images are so freely available in
the public domain, it is practically impossible to use them
directly for training purposes. This is because all the captured
SAR images inherently contain speckle noise and it is not
possible to extract a completely noise free patches from actual
data and create pairs of noisy and clean image patches required
for training a neural network. Converting SAR images to a
format usable by the deep learning frameworks is a slow
process and requires significant computational power.
Aerial images are closely related to SAR images in terms
of structure and type of features that they contain. This
makes them the next best candidate for generating simulated
SAR images. REmote Sensing Image Scene Classification
(RESISC), created by Northwestern Polytechnical University
(NWPU) [21] is one of the largest collections of aerial images,
containing images of 45 different classes with 700 images
belonging to each class.
After a very comprehensive study, we are of opinion that
research on deep neural networks in this domain is in a nascent
state. We feel the need to establish an initial standard dataset
which can be used by all the researchers to advance the field,
because:
• SAR images are difficult to handle due to their size.
• SAR images cannot be directly used for training deep
neural networks due to a lack of pairs of clean and noisy
images.
• Currently, there is no standard reference dataset available
for this task.
We try to address all these issues by developing the very first
reference dataset, for this image processing task, as described
in the next section.
III. PROPOSED DATASET
We have created a dataset using all the 31500 images from
NWPU-RESISC45 [21]. A. Moreira et al. [1] have established
that the variance of the speckle noise model depends upon
the actual value of the signal, i.e. the value of noise and
the amplitude of the original signal are correlated. F. Argenti
et al. [25] discuss the following alternative model used for
representing speckle noise:
J = ηI (3)
J = I + (η − 1)I (4)
J = I +K (5)
where J is the observed image intensity, I is the noise free
image and K = (η − 1)I accounts for the multiplicative
speckle component of the SAR image and η is randomly
sampled from a uniform distribution with mean µ and vari-
ance σ. Furthermore, S. Abramov et al. [26] suggests that
σ ∈ [0.55, 0.9].
We propose to divide images from each category of NWPU-
RESISC45 dataset [21] in a way that images of each category
have noise belonging to the entire possible spectrum of values
of σ in the training set to make sure that each level of noise
has enough diversity. We include the cases of lower noise as
compared to the actual SAR images to induce a moderate
amount of regularization while training the neural network. It
helps the network to become robust while avoiding over-fitting
the noisy images.
We are of the opinion that 37 images from publicly available
USC-SIPI Image Database [27], Volume 2: Aerials can be
borrowed as the cross-validation set. The variance σ can be set
to any value, but we choose to use the default value provided
by Matlab’s implementation of imnoise() function [28].
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we provide details of the experiments we car-
ried out using our synthetically generated dataset. We decided
to baseline our dataset using a CNN architecture inspired by
the current state-of-the-art, ID-CNN [12]. A possible solution
to the multiplicative nature of the noise would be to transfer
the image to the logarithmic domain. However, that would
introduce the problem of negative infinity values where-ever
the value of a pixel is exactly 0. Therefore, we decide to skip
this step and try to learn a direct mapping from the original
image to the residual noise and thereby to the clean image. P.
Wang et al. [12] and K. Zhang et al. [29] provide more detailed
reasoning for the design of the architecture. The discussion of
the same is beyond the scope of this paper. We dropped the
regularizing total variation (TV) term from the loss function as
the clean images in the dataset already regularizing the training
process. Fig. 1 shows the CNN architecture we borrowed from
ID-CNN. The CNN was trained using ADAM optimizer with
the default learning rate 0.001 and mean squared error as the
loss function. The model was trained on a private Kaggle
kernel, which provides a CPU with 2 cores and an Nvidia
Tesla P100 with 16 GB of RAM.
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Fig. 1: Architecture of ID-CNN
We compare the performance of the CNN with that of the
following 5 despeckling algorithms: Lee filter [6], Kuan filter
[7], Frost filter [8], SAR-BM3D [10] and PPB [9]. Note that
all the parameters are set as suggested in their corresponding
papers.
Fig. 2 and Table. I contain the qualitative and
quantitative results of our experiment respectively.
The functions peak_signal_noise_ratio() and
structural_similarity() from scikit-image package
are used for measuring Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) and
Structural Similarity Index (SSIM) respectively. Equivalent
Number of Looks (ENL) is a metric to compare the relative
quality of the image after denoising in the absence of a
ground-truth image. It is a parameter of multilook SAR
images, which describes the degree of averaging applied to
the SAR measurements during data formation and sometimes
also post-processing. The following formula has been used
for calculating ENL of the images [4]:
ENL =
(mean)2
variance
(6)
The biggest motivation for using deep neural networks is
to reduce the pre-processing time required for SAR image
based pipelines. The time taken by all the methods to denoise
a 1024 × 1024 image is given in Table I. The experiments
to measure the time taken for denoising were carried out on
a high-performance mobile workstation running Windows 10
operating system. It is equipped with 32 GB of random access
memory and Intel® CoreTM i7-8650U CPU @ 2.11 GHz with
4 physical cores and 8 logical cores. We used Python 3.7.6
compiled for MSC v.1916 for a 64-bit processor and Matlab
2019b with Image Processing Toolbox.
V. CONCLUSION
Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) images have innumerable
applications but cannot be used to their fullest till date
due to a lack of better denoising techniques. We provide a
novel synthetic dataset to accelerate the development of better
deep neural networks for denoising of SAR images. We also
demonstrate the usage of the synthetic data and improvement
in the performance of the state-of-the-art convolutional neural
network based speckle reduction system. It can potentially
change the scope of work and research in this domain.
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APPENDIX
The actual dataset for public release purpose is in the
process of deployment at cloud services. Until the please write
to 16bit039@nirmauni.ac.in for access to the dataset.
